In synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery, relating to maritime surveillance studies, the ship has always been the main focus of study. In this letter, a method of ship classification in SAR images is proposed to enhance classification accuracy. In the proposed method, to fully exploit the distinguishing characters of the ship targets, both topology and intensity of the scattering points of the ship are considered. The results of testing the proposed method on a data set of three types of ships, collected via a space-borne SAR sensor designed by the Institute of Electronics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (IECAS), establish that the proposed method is superior to several existing methods, including the original shape contexts method, traditional invariant moments and the recent approach.
Introduction
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has become a valuable tool for maritime surveillance studies. Satellite SAR images are used for ship detection by virtue of their wide coverage and the all-day and any-weather acquisition capability. At present, there have been many literatures on ship detection in SAR imagery. The early researches are generally based on intensity images [1] [2] [3] [4] . As early as 1996, an automatic ship and ship wake detection system for spaceborne SAR image is proposed by Eldhuset [1] . In [2] , Crisp presents a review of the available literatures on algorithms for ship detection based on intensity images. The information provides by the backscattered intensity collected by a single-polarization SAR is not sufficient to observe metallic targets. To obtain more effective observation techniques, great attention to polarimetric approaches has been paid [5, 6] . More recently, many researchers [7, 8] propose different approaches relying on the information kept in the spectrum of a single-look complex (SLC) SAR images.
With improvement in the resolution of SAR sensor, as another interesting research field in the domain of marine surveillance, ship classification in SAR images has been receiving greater attention in recent years. Restricted by the amount of samples, many early studies were carried out on simulated images. Graphical electromagnetic computation SAR (GRECOSAR), an orbital polarimetric SAR simulator, is employed by Margarit et al. [9] for ship classification. The usefulness of the simulator on vessel classification studies is assessed. Osman et al. [10] present a back propagation neural network to classify simulated ship images with a correct classification rate of 98%. A ship classifier based on the principal components analysis (PCA) are proposed [11] and the recognition performance of the classifier are measured using various sets of simulated ship images under various aspect angles. However, the above methods require a large amount of data samples. Since it Academy of Sciences (IECAS). The result shows that the improved shape contexts method is superior to original method and other traditional moment methods.
The remainder of this letter is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the main characteristics of ships in SAR images and presents the authors novel classification method for warships in SAR images; Section 3 validates the proposed method by testing it on real data set collected from a space-borne SAR sensor; the conclusions are presented in Section 4.
The Proposed Classification Method

Problem Description
According to the mechanism of imaging SAR, the ship targets in SAR imageries are composed of many discrete scattering points. The discrete scattering points are called scattering centers, as shown in Figure 1 .
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The Proposed Classification Method
Problem Description
According to the mechanism of imaging SAR, the ship targets in SAR imageries are composed of many discrete scattering points. The discrete scattering points are called scattering centers, as shown in Figure 1 . The scattering points are generated by the interaction between the radar wave and the superstructure of ships, such as the castle, bridge and mast. Since different types of warships have different types of superstructures, the intensity and the topology of scattering points are also different. They are the best discriminating features to differentiate one type of ship from others in SAR imagery.
However, precise ship classification is always a challenging task for three reasons. First, because of the special imaging process of SAR and the electromagnetic scattering mechanism, the scattering points are sensitive to the azimuth angle of the ship. Second, since the ships in SAR image do not have obvious texture and edge, some local features, such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG), are no longer applicable. Besides, many types of ships are similar in size, as shown in Figure 1 ; so, it is not enough to just measure the length and width to distinguish them. Last but not the least, it is quite difficult to collect adequate experimental ship samples; so, it is hard to take advantage of machine learning methods.
In conclusion, the classification strategy should not require many experimental samples. Second, the feature descriptors should have a good description of the ship's global characteristics, specifically the intensity and the topology of scattering points. In addition, since scattering points are sensitive to the azimuth angle of ships, the method should also be robust against changes in scattering intensity.
Proposed Ship Classification Method
In this section, a novel method for classification of warships in SAR images is proposed, based on the improved shape contexts. The proposed method includes two steps: (i) feature extraction and The scattering points are generated by the interaction between the radar wave and the superstructure of ships, such as the castle, bridge and mast. Since different types of warships have different types of superstructures, the intensity and the topology of scattering points are also different. They are the best discriminating features to differentiate one type of ship from others in SAR imagery.
In this section, a novel method for classification of warships in SAR images is proposed, based on the improved shape contexts. The proposed method includes two steps: (i) feature extraction and (ii) feature matching. The feature extraction method takes full advantage of the topology of scattering points, with invariance to image translation and rotation. The feature matching method exploits the intensity of the scattering points.
The proposed method is divided into several stages, as shown in Figure 2 . Before attempting to classify the ships, the ships must have been reliably detected by applying the ship detection technique, and separated from the surroundings.
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(ii) feature matching. The feature extraction method takes full advantage of the topology of scattering points, with invariance to image translation and rotation. The feature matching method exploits the intensity of the scattering points. The proposed method is divided into several stages, as shown in Figure 2 . Before attempting to classify the ships, the ships must have been reliably detected by applying the ship detection technique, and separated from the surroundings. 
Preprocessing
CFAR segmentation
First of all, Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) [25] segmentation is used to extract the scattering centers of ships, as shown in Figure 3 . In this paper, the 2-parameter CFAR is employed for ship segmentation. Both of the sea clutter and the sidelobes of ships appeared in the segmented image will affect the topology of scattering centers. These interferences will affect the subsequent experimental performance. Besides, the stable scattering centers are more valuable in subsequent experiments. So we set a low false alarm rate (10 −6 ) to remove all the sea clutter. Since the sidelobes of warships in our experiments are rather weak, they are also generally removed after segmentation. So, there is no need to suppress the sidelobes. After CFAR segmentation, the stable scattering centers (see Figure 3b) are segmented from the original image. 
Principal axis direction extraction using PCA
Because of the geometrical characteristics of ship targets, the scattering points are distributed along the principal axis of ships. Besides, the scattering points are symmetrically distributed on both [25] segmentation is used to extract the scattering centers of ships, as shown in Figure 3 . In this paper, the 2-parameter CFAR is employed for ship segmentation. Both of the sea clutter and the sidelobes of ships appeared in the segmented image will affect the topology of scattering centers. These interferences will affect the subsequent experimental performance. Besides, the stable scattering centers are more valuable in subsequent experiments. So we set a low false alarm rate (10 −6 ) to remove all the sea clutter. Since the sidelobes of warships in our experiments are rather weak, they are also generally removed after segmentation. So, there is no need to suppress the sidelobes. After CFAR segmentation, the stable scattering centers (see Figure 3b ) are segmented from the original image.
Preprocessing 1. CFAR segmentation
Principal axis direction extraction using PCA
Because of the geometrical characteristics of ship targets, the scattering points are distributed along the principal axis of ships. Besides, the scattering points are symmetrically distributed on both 
Because of the geometrical characteristics of ship targets, the scattering points are distributed along the principal axis of ships. Besides, the scattering points are symmetrically distributed on both sides of ships. So, the principal component analysis (PCA) method [26] can be employed to compute the principal axis of the scattering points of the segmented targets.
The Improved Shape Contexts Method
After extracting the scattering points and the principal axis, the feature extraction and matching methods are implemented for ship classification.
Shape contexts description based on principal axis
Shape context (see Figure 4) is a kind of shape feature that uses log-polar histograms to describe the distribution of sampling points of the object contour. The sampling points are defined as P = {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . p n }, p i ∈ IR 2 , (the meaning of IR 2 is two dimensional real number vector space) where n is the total number of points. By selecting the ith point p i as the point of origin, a coarse histogram h i of the relative coordinates of the remaining n − 1 points can be computed,
This histogram is defined as the shape context of p i . q denotes the remaining sampling point and K denotes the number of histogram grid partitions. bin are uniform in log-polar space. The polar coordinates of q are defined as (r, θ). r represents for the distance between q and p i . θ represents for the angle between the connecting line of the two points and the zero angle axis, measured in anticlockwise direction.
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The Improved Shape Contexts Method
Shape contexts description based on principal axis
Shape context (see Figure 4) is a kind of shape feature that uses log-polar histograms to describe the distribution of sampling points of the object contour. The sampling points are defined as h of the relative coordinates of the remaining n − 1 points can be computed, θ represents for the angle between the connecting line of the two points and the zero angle axis, measured in anticlockwise direction. Specifically, log r is divided uniformly into M parts and θ into N parts; so, the
Then, the histogram set for all the sampling points is defined as
However, the original shape contexts do not satisfy rotation invariance. The histograms of ships of the same type, at different azimuth angles, are vastly different. To enable the feature suitable for recognizing ships with different azimuths, we utilize the extracted principal axis of the ship as the reference angle for shape context. The angle between every scattering point and the reference point is measured by the angle between the connecting line of the two points and the principal axis, measured in anticlockwise direction (see Figure 5 ). After this measurement, the topology of the Specifically, log r is divided uniformly into M parts and θ into N parts; so, the dimensions of histogram K are M × N. The two dimensional histogram is defined as
However, the original shape contexts do not satisfy rotation invariance. The histograms of ships of the same type, at different azimuth angles, are vastly different. To enable the feature suitable for recognizing ships with different azimuths, we utilize the extracted principal axis of the ship as the reference angle for shape context. The angle between every scattering point and the reference point is measured by the angle between the connecting line of the two points and the principal axis, measured in anticlockwise direction (see Figure 5 ). After this measurement, the topology of the scattering points is described by the histograms. Since the angle between every two points depends on the principal axis of the ship, the scattering points of the ship are rotational invariant.
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Principal axis r θ Figure 5 . Shape contexts description based on principal axis.
The weighted feature matching procedure
Because of limited experimental samples, template matching is used to classify different types of ships. Specifically, after calculating the matching costs of the query ship and different candidate ship templates, the candidate ship template with the lowest matching cost would be the final recognition result. The specific shape contexts matching method is as follows.
After obtaining the shape context feature of each scattering point, the distance between the shape contexts of the query ship and the ship template are calculated by 2 χ statistic. The cost of two points is denoted as
Given the matrix of costs ij C between all pairs of points i p on the query ship and j q on the ship template, the next task is minimizing the total matching cost
to the constraint that the matching be one-to-one.
q π is matching point of i p , which is an instance of the square assignment problem that can be solved by the Hungarian method [27] . The matching result of the two ships is shown in Figure 6 . So far, every scattering point of the query ship matches the scattering point of the ship template, with almost similar topology. But we have taken advantage of only the topological relations of the scattering points, without taking into consideration the intensity information of the corresponding scattering points. 
After obtaining the shape context feature of each scattering point, the distance between the shape contexts of the query ship and the ship template are calculated by χ 2 statistic. The cost of two points is denoted as
Given the matrix of costs C ij between all pairs of points p i on the query ship and q j on the ship template, the next task is minimizing the total matching cost C =
subject to the constraint that the matching be one-to-one. q π(i) is matching point of p i , which is an instance of the square assignment problem that can be solved by the Hungarian method [27] . The matching result of the two ships is shown in Figure 6 .
q π is matching point of i p , which is an instance of the square assignment problem that can be solved by the Hungarian method [27] . The matching result of the two ships is shown in Figure 6 . So far, every scattering point of the query ship matches the scattering point of the ship template, with almost similar topology. But we have taken advantage of only the topological relations of the scattering points, without taking into consideration the intensity information of the corresponding scattering points. So far, every scattering point of the query ship matches the scattering point of the ship template, with almost similar topology. But we have taken advantage of only the topological relations of the scattering points, without taking into consideration the intensity information of the corresponding scattering points.
The shape context of a scattering point represents its topological relation with other points. Because the same types of ships are similar in structure, the scattering points with similar shape contexts are also similar in intensity. Some scattering points of different types of ships may have similar shape contexts. However, their intensity may be vastly different.
For calculating the matching cost of two ships, the intensities of their scattering points should be taken into account by giving weight to the cost of every two matching points. Specifically, the original matching cost C i,π(i) of p i and q π(i) should be multiplied by a weight factor W i,π(i) , which contains the intensity information of the scattering points.
We believe that the more the similarity between the intensities of two matching points, the smaller would be the matching cost. Assuming that the intensities of the matching points are I i (k) and I π(i) (k), then the weight indicating the degree of similarity in intensity is
Generally, the scattering points with higher intensity have greater effects on the matching degree of the two ships. So, we multiply the original matching cost C i,π(i) with another weight
Finally, the weighted matching cost is
Finally, the total matching cost of the query ship and the ship template is
The type of candidate ship template with the lowest matching cost would be the final classification result of the query ship.
Compared with the original shape contexts method, there are two improvements in our proposed method. Firstly, the principal component analysis (PCA) is employed to compute the principal axis of the scattering points, so the algorithm is suitable for classification of warships under different azimuth angles. Secondly, in the matching stage, the intensities of scattering centers are taken into account by giving weight to the cost of every two matching points. In general, the improved shape contexts method fully describes the distinguishing characteristics of the ship targets. The ship signature is dependent on the azimuth angle of the ship, but given one angle, the algorithm is invariant to rotation and translation.
Experimental Results
In this section, we implement the experiments on a real ship dataset via a space-borne SAR sensor designed by IECAS to examine the effectiveness of the proposed method. The ships are collected from 32 stripmap-model SAR images with X band, 3m resolution in both azimuth and range directions. The image acquisitions dates vary from 16 May 2008 to 9 September 2015. The categories of the ships are confirmed by the professional interpreters. The data relates to three types of destroyers (total 150 samples). The number of the three kinds of ships is 50, 50 and 50, respectively (See Figure 7) . The incidence angle ranges between 40 • and 55 • . The azimuth angles ranges between 0 • and 360 • . The ship dataset is extracted from geo-coded images, which have subjected to geometric correction. Due to the limitation of sample size, the methods we compare are all template matching with features. The features that are commonly used in computer vision for shape matching are Hu moments [28] and Zernike moments [29] . They are invariant to image translation, scaling and rotation, with global characteristic description. Invariant moments are widely used for target recognition and tracking, texture analysis and other related purposes. Besides, we also compare our method with the recent approach [15] proposed by Xing in 2013. The approach proposes to use both geometric features and electromagnetic scattering characteristic for ship classification. The geometric feature includes the ship length (Len), length to width ratio (R), centroid (C), shape complexity (X) and covariance coefficient (V). The electromagnetic scattering characteristic is described by the local RCS density (LRCS), specifically, the pixel intensity ratio of three parts of the ship. The feature vector f denoted as follows.
[Len, R, C, X, V, LRCS] T f = (8) In our study, for the sake of comparison, we conducted classification experiments with the improved shape contexts (ISC) method we propose, the original shape contexts (OSC) method, the feature proposed by the literature [15] with Euclidean distance and the conventional moment features, namely Hu moments and Zernike moments with Euclidean distance. In the ISC and OSC, we use five bins for log r and 12 equally spaced radial bins for θ . (
By randomly selecting one of each class as templates and the rest samples for classification test, we carry out the classification experiments. Specifically, we calculate the matching cost of every query ship and the three templates using the five methods cited above, the final classification result is the type of template with the lowest matching cost. As the template samples are selected randomly, the classification experiments are carried out repeatedly for ten times and the results are averaged. The results, presented in Table 1 , show that the improved shape contexts method outperforms all the other methods with average classification rate nearly 91%.
Some correctly classified and incorrectly classified ship images of OSC are provided in Figure 8 . The third column is misclassified. In this column, the first and third samples are misclassified as destroyer 2 while the second sample is misclassified as destroyer 3. This is mostly because, under some certain azimuth angles, the scattering centers of ships vary greatly due to the mechanism of imaging SAR. Besides, high speed navigation of ships also impacts image quality. These problems are not considered in the proposed algorithm. Due to the limitation of sample size, the methods we compare are all template matching with features. The features that are commonly used in computer vision for shape matching are Hu moments [28] and Zernike moments [29] . They are invariant to image translation, scaling and rotation, with global characteristic description. Invariant moments are widely used for target recognition and tracking, texture analysis and other related purposes. Besides, we also compare our method with the recent approach [15] proposed by Xing in 2013. The approach proposes to use both geometric features and electromagnetic scattering characteristic for ship classification. The geometric feature includes the ship length (Len), length to width ratio (R), centroid (C), shape complexity (X) and covariance coefficient (V). The electromagnetic scattering characteristic is described by the local RCS density (LRCS), specifically, the pixel intensity ratio of three parts of the ship. The feature vector f denoted as follows.
In our study, for the sake of comparison, we conducted classification experiments with the improved shape contexts (ISC) method we propose, the original shape contexts (OSC) method, the feature proposed by the literature [15] with Euclidean distance and the conventional moment features, namely Hu moments and Zernike moments with Euclidean distance. In the ISC and OSC, we use five bins for log r and 12 equally spaced radial bins for θ. (K = 60, M = 5 and N = 12).
Some correctly classified and incorrectly classified ship images of OSC are provided in Figure 8 . The third column is misclassified. In this column, the first and third samples are misclassified as destroyer 2 while the second sample is misclassified as destroyer 3. This is mostly because, under some certain azimuth angles, the scattering centers of ships vary greatly due to the mechanism of imaging SAR. Besides, high speed navigation of ships also impacts image quality. These problems are not considered in the proposed algorithm. 
Discussion
This paragraph we analyze the possible reasons of the above experimental results. Feature extraction is the key problem of target recognition. Both of Hu and Zernike moments are highly concentrated image features with rotation, translation and scaling invariance. Since Hu moments [28] feature is a kind of low order statistic, it cannot fully describe the details of an image. So the distinguishing ability of Hu moments is limited in many cases. Compared to Hu moments, Zernike moments [29] feature is more robust to noise and small shape changes with less redundant information. However, this paper focuses on the distinction of warships in SAR imagery. Since the above moments are not well designed for the specific targets classification, they cannot fully describe the distinguishing features of warships in SAR imagery. Hu moments and Zernike moments are universal features, so they cannot achieve good experiments results in such a specific dataset. Similarly, despite the effectiveness of f feature vector for civilian ships, the ability of the feature to distinguish warships is also limited. Though local RCS density in f feature vector is designed for civilian ships in SAR imagery, it just divides the ship into several parts and adds up the pixel intensity of each part. As warships are much closer in shape and structure, this simple feature is unable to make a complete use of the distinguishing characteristic of different warships in SAR imagery. As we have analyzed in Section 2.1, the topology and the intensity of the scattering centers are the main 
This paragraph we analyze the possible reasons of the above experimental results. Feature extraction is the key problem of target recognition. Both of Hu and Zernike moments are highly concentrated image features with rotation, translation and scaling invariance. Since Hu moments [28] feature is a kind of low order statistic, it cannot fully describe the details of an image. So the distinguishing ability of Hu moments is limited in many cases. Compared to Hu moments, Zernike moments [29] feature is more robust to noise and small shape changes with less redundant information. However, this paper focuses on the distinction of warships in SAR imagery. Since the above moments are not well designed for the specific targets classification, they cannot fully describe the distinguishing features of warships in SAR imagery. Hu moments and Zernike moments are universal features, so they cannot achieve good experiments results in such a specific dataset. Similarly, despite the effectiveness of f feature vector for civilian ships, the ability of the feature to distinguish warships is also limited. Though local RCS density in f feature vector is designed for civilian ships in SAR imagery, it just divides the ship into several parts and adds up the pixel intensity of each part. As warships are much closer in shape and structure, this simple feature is unable to make a complete use of the distinguishing characteristic of different warships in SAR imagery. As we have analyzed in Section 2.1, the topology and the intensity of the scattering centers are the main distinguishing features of warships in SAR imagery. The improved shape contexts method fully takes advantage of the distinguishing features, thus it can achieve better recognition results.
Conclusions
In this paper, an effective and precise ship classification method is proposed. The letter first analyzes the main distinguishing features of ships in SAR imagery. In the preprocessing stage of classification, the scattering points of warships are extracted by CFAR, and the principal axis is estimated using PCA. Then we propose the improved shape contexts method, which fully describes the topology and intensity of the scattering points of the ships. It is experimentally demonstrated with the space-borne data that the proposed method outperforms the traditional moments and the recent state-of-art approaches, as also the original shape contexts method, by achieving an average classification accuracy of about 91%. Despite the encouraging results of the novel method, the proposed algorithm needs many improvements. First, more types of ship samples are needed to validate the applicability of the method to a wide ranging variety of ships. Second, since the features of warships change with the azimuth angle in SAR images, more stable features should be looked for to strengthen the robustness of the method. Finally, the scattering mechanism of the ship should be studied in greater depth in future.
